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1. What’s new
1. New import tool
1. Support to Excel files
2. Flexible template with columns matching functionality
3. CSV separator selection
4. Support to import up to 20 categories per listing
5. Improved error messages
6. Performance improvements
2. Added option to replicate changes to other pages on the widget "Events Calendar”
3. Widget Featured Categories enabled for themes Default, Wedding and Restaurant
4. Widget Recent Articles enabled for themes Default, Wedding and Restaurant
5. Widget Browse by Category and Location plus Square Banner enabled for themes Default,
Wedding and Restaurant
6. Widget Recent Reviews enabled for themes Default, Wedding and Restaurant
7. Widget 5 featured listings enabled for themes Default, Wedding and Doctor
8. Widget Browse by Locations plus Square Banners enabled for themes Default, Wedding
and Doctor
9. Widget Popular deals plus Wide Skyscraper banner enabled for themes Default, Wedding
and Doctor
10. Widget 5 Recent Articles enabled for themes Default, Wedding and Doctor
11. Widget 6 Featured Listings + 2 Square Banners enabled for themes Default, Restaurant
and Doctor
12. Widget Recent posts enabled for themes Default, Restaurant and Doctor
13. Added option for site manager to edit the background image of the following widgets
1. Faq Header
2. Search Box Blog Detail
3. Sitemap Header
4. Sign up Text
5. Search Bar
6. Search Box for Reviews page
7. Search Box Module Detail
8. Search Box
14. New buttons added to CKEditor to allow users to change the font, size and colors of custom
contents
15. Added ability for site manager to change the content of invoices header and footer

2. Changes
1. Pop up to add new widgets updated for a more user friendly interface
2. Improvements on Elasticsearch synchronization service to avoid memory leaks
3. Improvements on Listing, Event, Classified and Deal entities to accept null values on
columns latitude and longitude
4. Search widgets changed to perform a global or module search according to the url, instead
of always using the listing module
5. Frontend tool box available for the site manager changed to display a message when the
maintenance mode is enabled
6. Default image from widget "Search box with Slider" removed when there are no slides
available
7. Application log format changed to json with stacktraces included
8. Placeholder images for each widget changed to use the same background color for all
themes
9. SQL dump files used on the install process replaced for Doctrine fixtures
10. Setting "Need login to see profile" removed from the General Settings section
11. Email Notification table structure changed to accept null values for the column “updated"
12. Elasticsearch query for searches by addresses changed to not use a "exact match"
approach anymore
13. Event detail view changed to always show the event start and end time; and start and end
date
14. Event summary view changed to always show the event start and end date
15. Validation that prevents the site manager from approving or denying claims with less than 5
days was removed
16. Added a link to the listing detail page with an anchor to the deals section on the tag "Offers
deals”
17. Banners by category functionality changed to show banners from the main category
searched and its childs
18. Fields Copyright and Social networks removed from Basic Information settings and
centralized on the widgets edition
19. Now the copyright info of Footer widgets is being saved at Settings table so it can be used
at profile/sponsor area
20. Widget "4 Featured Events" from theme Wedding replaced by the widget "Featured Events”
21. Advertise page updated to show the amount of images available in each plan, instead of
only the label "Photo Gallery”

22. Claim process changed to not allow users from changing information such as images,
badges, video, cover image and additional file until the claim has been approved by the site
manager
23. Link "move events" on the Upcoming Events widget changed to show events from today
plus 3 months, not only today
24. Summary title message on events results page changed to match the results set
25. Changes Advertise page to redirect logged users to the listing level page so they can
choose a different listing type before creating a new listing
26. Time format on events summary and detail view changed to not include leading zeros
27. Listing form on sponsors section changed to allow the edition of categories if the listing
level allows more categories than the listing already has
28. Added new method on Stripe integration to cancel subscriptions for Events that were
suspended
29. Log error from Banner extension when a banner level is disabled was removed
30. Label "Required field" from listing advertise form was removed
31. Advertise page changed to always show the plans ordered from the lowest to the highest
one
32. Currency symbol before the label "Free" on the advertise process was removed
33. Screen to add a new listings, events or classifieds on the Sponsors area was changed to
show the details of each level, similar to the Advertise page
34. Claim process changed to show the details of each level on the first step
35. Changes payment form using PayPal API to include all countries supported
36. Label "Is this your listing?" added by default on the listing detail view when the setting from
the site manager is empty
37. Widget “Upcoming Events” hidden when there are no events to be shown
38. Columns start time mode and end time mode removed from the Event Import and Export
tools

3. Bug fixes
1. Fixed error while adding a new custom page managing a site different from the one on the
URL
2. Fixed the listing dropdown on the classified form to show only listings that belong to the
same account
3. Fixed "Faq Header" placeholder image on Page Editor
4. Improvements on the logo image display to avoid layout issues with different logo image
sizes
5. Fixed wrong path to the article sign up page on the Doctor theme
6. Link "Visit Website" translated on Deal detail view for theme Doctor

7. Fixed Wide Skyscraper banner sizes on theme Wedding
8. Fixed error on Sponsored Links banner always opening links in a new tab
9. Fixed warning on the site manager notification function when there are no emails saved
10. Fixed translations in Spanish for the labels Save, Location and Search anything…
11. Fixed Spanish translation for the label "Log in to the Sponsor Area”
12. Fixes layout problems with the widget Sticky Menu being shown on top of some pop ups
13. Fixed display of some fields on the payment form via Stripe on the responsive version
14. Fixed layout of the widget "Popular Deals" when there is no banner to be displayed
15. Fixed layout of the classified form on the responsive version
16. Fixed layout structure of the widget "Upcoming Events" on the responsive version
17. Fixed color of the button "Send E-mail" for theme Wedding
18. Fixed layout problem with the recurring information display on the Event detail
19. Improvements on the layout of the widget "Featured Events" in case the image is smaller
than the recommended size
20. Fixed missing border on the categories filter while hovering a link
21. Improvements on spacing on the results widget for theme Restaurant
22. Fixed position of the "edit logo" icon on the pop up to edit the Header widget
23. Fixed fatal error after site manager edits an account and changes its password
24. Fixed HTML structure of all payment gateways forms
25. Fixed empty spaces on widget "Featured Classifieds”
26. Fixed forgot password function not working properly with imported accounts
27. Fixed layout problem that was preventing the category tree from closing on the responsive
version
28. Fixed spanish translation for the label "Extra Short Description Fields”
29. Fixed portuguese translation for the label "Connect to an Existing Account”
30. Fixed location radius setting not accepting zeros
31. Elasticsearch suggester updated to not return content from modules that were disabled
32. Fixed problem with images files not being deleted from deals, posts and banners
33. Fixed SQL error on Claim deny process
34. Button "Pay by PagSeguro" validated to show a friendly message in case the API token is
invalid
35. Contact form changed to show a friendly message in case the email couldn't be delivered
36. Listing Type form fixed to show the categories selection on the responsive version
37. Fixed suggester box being shown below the navigation on theme Restaurant
38. Fixed error message layout on the radius edition for locations
39. Fixed grid view layout structure to truncate some information
40. Fixed clickable area on Footer widgets that was beyond the logo image space

41. Fixed site manager accounts form always showing the account status as disabled
42. Fixed slider links color not changing after a color scheme update
43. Fixed problem on the results page with the Near by functionality enabled when the location
doesn't have a valid latitude and longitude
44. Fixed breadcrumb being duplicated on the manage categories interface on the site
manager
45. Bulk insert of categories changed to validate the amount of sub-levels that can be created
46. Images files cache are now being cleared after an image is deleted
47. Fixed layout structure of the Steps on the claim process
48. Position of the menus "Configuration" and "Mobile" on the first steps tutorial changed to
make them visible
49. Leaderboard banner changed to centralize banners via script, like Google Ads
50. Ajax call that loads the widget "Upcoming Events" validated in case there's an event record
on Elasticsearch but not on the Database
51. Results widget structure changed to not show empty boxes when there are no filters
available
52. Query used to validate a discount code changed to case sensitive, to avoid conflicts with
Stripe coupons
53. Added try catch on class Mailer to avoid errors when the email couldn't be sent
54. Added validation on the modules edition page to avoid a sql error if the users changes the
item ID directly on the URL for an ID that doesn't exist
55. Fixed label for Classifieds Association on Listing Levels management
56. Currency symbol removed from Banner sign up for Free banners
57. Added validation before including the resource colorscheme.css to avoid 404 errors
58. Fixed label “Deal” not being shown on the auto suggest box
59. Fixed subcategories not being shown on the option to create banners for specific
categories
60. Fixed error messages not showing on the advertise process after typing an invalid discount
code
61. Module name on the advertise sign up form changed to capital letters
62. Profile image upload process updated to validate the file type
63. Fixed language constants being shown on the Sponsors area
64. Sponsors home and site manager banner home validated to avoid warnings when there are
no banner levels available
65. Fixed problem on claim process always showing the pricing of the highest level regardless
of the user choice
66. Fixed alignments between the plan boxes on the Advertise Page

67. Fixed language constants being shown on the Sponsors area after cover image uploads
68. Fixed error with the main image not being shown on the detail page when the level accept
only one image
69. Added validation on profile/login.php in case the Visitor profile setting is disabled
70. Label "Required field” removed from listing advertise form
71. Fixed wrong URLs being generated when the constant SITEMAP_FORCEHTTPS is
enabled
72. Fixed default logo image path sent to the App builder interface
73. Fixed layout issue with the account dropdown being shown below the navigation
74. Added validation on the navigation on the responsive version to not include links to the
profile section when the Visitor Profile feature is disabled
75. Fixed translation of the label “Page Builder” in Italian and german
76. Fixed broken links to the sponsors area on the navigation widgets
77. Fixed deal redeem not working when the Visitor Profile setting is disabled
78. Fixed "Associate with listing" dropdown on the Deal form always showing content from the
domain from the URL, not the one selected by the site manager
79. Fixed problem with the bulk update overwriting item's category after trying to add a new
category
80. Fixed event time being generated with an additional 0 at the beginning of the string on the
export tool

